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Welcome to issue 03 of Mess and welcome to summer
— the season of growth, ripeness and abundance.
The excesses of life bring us together at Peddler,
making and consuming the good stuff in good company.
So for this issue we’re exploring what excess means –
from gluttony and jammin’ to managing waste and the
everyday questions of moderation and sustainability.
We chat with Libby Pell from sustainable microcosm
APG Works — regular exhibitors at Peddler — and find
out from Jo Lee about preserving the joys of summer
and the different associations sunshine can bring in
Matt Edgar’s concept map, Harvesting the Sun.
Whilst Øistein Thorsen discusses the challenges
of global waste, we get some practical advice on how
we can all start to compost our waste from Darrell
Maryon at Heeley City Farm and we pay homage
to the Sheffield groups who are tackling food waste
— The Real Junk Food Project and Food Cycle.

PEDDLER NIGHT MARKET
@peddlermkt | peddlermarket.co.uk
info@peddlermarket.co.uk

Leftovers aren’t a thing at Peddler; our street food
traders rarely have anything left over and if they do,
there’ll be a desperate round of swapsies at the end
of the night because the chefs just don’t have time to eat.
Our neighbours The Depot Bakery are featured in this
issue — give them a first-hand try at Peddler this summer.
Finally, cheers to the creative maestros at dust and
ASAP for being crackin’ teammates and to you for
reading Mess and showing support for the makers,
traders, thinkers and doers featured – dig in and enjoy
the depths of excess because sometimes you have to
treat yourself. Just do it thoughtfully, even if that’s as
simple as giving thanks.
Heather Gilberthorpe
Peddler Night Market
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DUST

@dustcollective | http://du.st
studio@du.st

dust — is Alex, Alex, Alun, Andrew, Ash,
Georgina, James, Jamie, Laura, Laure, Mick,
Pam, Patrick & Steph — all part of a multidisciplinary design collective working for,
and in support of art and culture.

ASAP

@asap_digital | asap-digital.com
print@asap-digital.com

ASAP is owned and managed by a highly
motivated group of print professionals in
Sheffield that understands the needs of
creative professionals. Pushing the boundaries
of print — with innovative techniques, stocks
and print finishes that add genuine creative
edge and value to our client’s projects.

Heather Isobel Photography, June 2016

Karina Lax Photography, April 2017

Karina Lax Photography, dust / FAI Creative Morning Sheffield

Karina Lax Photography, dust / FAI Creative Morning Sheffield

Featured Maker

LIBBY PELL, APG WORKS

Rupert Wood and Libby Pell

Inside APG

Artwork by Amy Hodkin and Lisa Maltby

APG framing underpinner

APG framing

Lisa Maltby screen

Some Peddler goers will be aware of
APG Works and the work you do with
artists as one of Sheffield’s leading
picture framers and screen printers,
but for those who aren’t aware can
you tell us a bit more about who you
are and what you do? APG Works was
established over 14 years ago by Rupert
Wood as a screen printing, picture framing
studio and gallery. Over the years I think
we’ve grown into much more than that;
we’re a place for artists to come for advice,
expertise and sharing ideas. We’re not
the fanciest of studios but we’re definitely
one of the friendliest and we’re always on
hand to produce and facilitate ideas. In the
framing studio, we hand-build frames for
individuals, galleries and museums using
sustainable, solid woods and achieving
most of our finishes by hand. We’re
dedicated to the handmade.
How have you come across the artists
you are showing? Are they people you
have worked with before or people
that are new to APG and Sheffield?
We’re always on the lookout for new ways
to collaborate. For this show, instead of
targeting a specific group of artists who
are perhaps already familiar with APG,
we cast the net wide with a social media
campaign, calling for artists to submit
artwork for a 1–2 colour screen print.
The response was fantastic; we’ve
selected 15 artists for Up There and are
looking to work with some of the other
applicants in the future. It’s an on-going
process for us, it keeps things exciting
and throws up new challenges.

Your exhibition ‘Up There’ is currently
showing in your gallery on Sidney
Street. For Peddler you have created
a pop up version of the show – can
you tell us a bit about the artists
involved? Up There has brought together
15 artists from a variety of backgrounds,
including Rob Lee, a Sheffield based street
artist making exciting work that plays with
perspective and illusion. There’s also Lisa
Maltby, graphic designer and illustrator;
artist Amy Hodkin and Yasmina, textile and
surface designer.

Part of APG’s aim is to work with
artists to translate their practice
into screen print. Were all the artists
in your current show familiar with
print before working with you? No,
which isn’t uncommon for us. The thing
to remember with screen printing is that
you’re producing an original artwork. It’s
not a copy and it’s not a reproduction of
another artwork. It’s an original limited
edition screen print and it should look and
feel like that. To achieve this, there can
be countless hours of collaborative work
between the studio and the artist, trying to
create something that is true to the artist’s
concept but relates to the idiom of screen
printing. As makers, we’re constantly
learning and as ideas change, we solve
problems and push the boundaries of
screen printing. There’s a lot of trust in
the collaborative experience.

Featured Maker

LIBBY PELL, APG WORKS

This edition of Mess has been
looking at the theme of excess, from
abundance of produce to managing
excess waste. Does the screen print
process produce much waste? How
do you approach managing waste in
your studio? We’re based in a 20th century
cutlery works on Sidney Street and have a
slightly ‘rough and ready’ look to our studios,
so it’s fitting that we champion a make-doand-mend philosophy. We recycle where
we can and reuse yogurt and soup pots
for storing our printing inks — and planting
fresh herbs! Our printing products are water
based and safe for the environment and
we save electricity by drying / hardening
screens in the sunshine (when we can!)
As for paper, fortunately we’re good enough
now not to make too many wasteful errors!
We carefully mix and re-mix inks for different
jobs, so we never throw away ink. We
also run in-house poster editions that are
designed to use up left over ink and paper.
We reuse newsprint for several test prints,
printing over prints 4 or 5 times. We also
donate offcuts from the framing studio
to charity groups for creative workshops.
Overall, we do our best to manage our
waste, but there are always ways to
do more.

How is putting on a show in a market
compared to working with a gallery
space? It’s all down to the atmosphere
and the people. When you remove artwork
from the conventions of the gallery space,
it opens it up to being viewed differently.
The preconceptions and expectations
of entering a gallery have disappeared.
It shows the work to a new audience, in
an accessible environment. Peddler is a
happy place, full of beer, food, music and
pals; Up There is a happy show. It’s bold,
colourful and beautiful. You’re not there just
to look at artwork, you’re there for the whole
experience and it’s a pleasure to be a
part of it.
Finally, what food keeps you going
when screen printing and installing
a show? Well, that’s an easy one...
Rupert and I have a staple APG Works
diet of peanut butter and homemade
blackberry jam (foraged and made by Rupert
himself) on sour dough bread. This gets
us through the longest days and late night
printing sessions.
www.apgworks.co.uk
@apg_works
@APGworks

Up There is showing until
22nd July at APG Works
16 Sidney St, S1 4RH

In review

MYHARVEST

In recording the amount of fruit and
vegetables that are grown in Sheffield,
and other cities across the UK,
MYHarvest will produce a national
estimate of the current levels of local food
production, assessing the contribution
fruit and vegetable growers make to
national food security. Dr Jill Edmonson,
the soil scientist and ecologist leading
the project at the University of Sheffield
explains, ‘with over 80% of the of the UK
population living in cities or towns that are
currently dependent on imported fruit and
vegetables, it is important to understand
how we can make our cities and towns
more sustainable’.
In gathering data on the current numbers
of people who grow their own vegatables,
MYHarvest will provide vital evidence
to support the continued use of land
for growing spaces in cities and towns.
There are currently some 330,000
allotment plots in the UK, with 90,000
people on waiting lists. Demand for
growing space is high and is likely to
continue to increase with future urban

population growth. As such, researchers
on MYHarvest are studying whether
there is potential in other urban green
spaces to increase the amount of land
available for own-grown food production.
For example, parks, public squares
and wastelands provide a multitude of
areas where food crops can be grown.
Scientists involved in MYHarvest aim to
create a mapping toolkit that will help us
assess the potential productivity of urban
greenspaces for fruit and veg production
and the contribution to soil quality.
As the summer harvest is underway,
MYHarvest are keen to hear from
anyone who has been growing their own
produce. Roscoe Blevins, a research
scientist, explains ‘We’d love to hear
from all gardeners, school groups, city
farms, allotment owners and anyone who
is growing their own fruit or vegetables
– whether they are doing it for the first
time or they are an accomplished green
fingered horticulturist. Every piece of
information we receive from the nation’s
own-growers will be important to the

All

In the current season of abundance, the
Sheffield based research project MYHarvest
(Measure Your Harvest) is hoping to reach
out to as many of the city’s growers as
possible. From window boxes and growbags
to greenhouses and allotments MYHarvest
wants to find out how much we grow and
where we grow it.
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‘THERE ARE
CURRENTLY
SOME 330,000 			
ALLOTMENT
PLOTS IN THE UK,
WITH 90,000
		PEOPLE ON
WAITING LISTS’

outcomes of this project’. Getting on
board and recording your harvest will
help researchers understand our food
sustainability needs and the continued
demand for growing spaces in cities
across the country. So gather up
what you’ve grown and register with
MYHarvest at www.myharvest.org.uk
MYHarvest is a Living with
Environmental Change Fellowship
funded by the Engineering and Physical
Sciences Research Council (ESPRC).
MYHarvest is supported by the Royal
Horticultural Society and the National
Allotment Society.

Interview

RANBIR LAL
Architect and course
leader for Interior Design at
Sheffield Hallam University

Shelter

Students at 92 Burton Rd

G . F Smith Colorplan

T-House

‘The students also worked with Turner Prize
winners Assemble on an intervention called
The Great Feast. This was a Sunday afternoon
food party for 500 people within The Slave
Island community’

Interview

RANBIR LAL

Having admired the paper sculpture installed in
Peddler Market for the last couple of months, we
decided to meet up with Architect and course leader
for Interior Design at Sheffield Hallam University
Ranbir Lal to find out more. Led by Ranbir, students
on the Interior Design course collectively built and
formed the flowing mass of paper. Ranbir has been
a practicing Architect since 2005 and has worked
within education since 2006 at various universities
across the UK. His interests are in public installation
and sculpture, working with materials such as timber
and concrete to create large scale installations. One
of his first competition winning entries was to design
a place for exchange and conversation. He designed
a small pavilion out of timber in Birmingham which
represented a piece of origami. It was called the
T-house — essentially a place to have a ‘brew’ and
have a chat at any time of the day, be it 2am in the
morning or 4pm in the afternoon. The space was
about bringing people together in an informal way and
the pavilion facilitated the start of the conversation.
Inspired by the journey through a traditional Japanese
tea garden to the ceremonial tea house, Ranbir
deconstructed this sequence of movements into
a series of ideas of space, light and narrative.

The structure seemed to have an inherent
strength and balance – for those of us who
want to know the practicalities behind the
visual magic, can you explain how you did it?
By simply folding paper into a series of ridges like
a fan it becomes inherently stronger in its vertical
axis, making it harder to compress and a relatively
stable material to build with. For Peddler we folded
a series of straight lines to create a sequence of
small pyramids made from 300+ strips of paper.
When we started to stitch the straight edges of
the paper together it naturally began to form a
parabolic curve which gave the final structure its
complexity and form. Paper is an incredibly versatile
material, for example we were able to compress

In your past work you have spoken about
your interest in narrative and distilling a
narrative or concept into different spatial
elements – where did the concept for ‘this
fine mess’ come from? With many of my
projects and the way I teach students, we always
discuss the context of an architectural work and
the different ways in which we might be challenged,
for example through the site or budget. For Peddler
we had one material – paper, a tight time frame
to install the structure and a single mobile access
tower to reach the roof trusses of the building.
These limitations sparked the idea and concept
to design.
The structure for Peddler was made
collectively with students on the Interior
Design Course at Sheffield Hallam. Do you
think there something about the process
of making that can bring people together
and help build communities? We laid out all
the paper and cut into strips and started folding,
this activity in the studio sparked conversations
amongst the students, who then started to join in
and fold the paper which then began to engage
other students from different year groups to have
a go and do some folding. It also gave tutors and
students the opportunity to broaden conversations
away from work focused topics. On a larger
scale the Sheffield Hallam Interior Design course
was invited to take part in the 2016 Arts and
Architecture Biennale in Colombo, Sri Lanka.
Our students took part and created a photographic
journal of residents in an area called The Slave
Island. The students also worked with Turner
Prize winners Assemble on an intervention called

the 6m long structure down into a plastic box
35cm deep x 50cm wide. This is very interesting
when we start to think about the possibilities for
paper to be used as a mobile or temporary shelter.
It could be possible to change the properties of
paper by introducing other ingredients to enhance
the material to make it more robust, moisture
resistant, durable and sustainable.

rl-ad.co.uk

The Great Feast. This was a Sunday afternoon
food party for 500 people within The Slave Island
community. At the start of the week, Assemble
and various students set up a series of tables
and started workshops for local residents, folding
paper into different geometrical forms to create
decorations for the party. The paper folding
workshops occurred on a daily basis and every day
there were different people from different parts of
the community coming together to help with the
process of folding, at the same time conversations
were started and friendships grew. This was a
great way for people to come together and build
upon their existing community networks. By the
end of the week there was well over a thousand
pieces of paper folded into cranes, pagodas,
foxes and other wonderful creations. These small
interventions were the back drop to The Great
Feast and became talking points over dinner. I do
think making in this way can help build communities
and engage people across different social and
economic divides.

JOANNE LEE

Preserving Time

Joanne Lee is a Sheffield artist, writer and
publisher with a keen interest in urban growing.
She lectures in Visual Communication at
Sheffield Institute of Arts.
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Before global trade allowed for affordable
imports there was a period around May
when little or no fresh produce was
available and old potatoes and cabbage
dominated people’s diets. A variety of
kale was even named for this Hungry Gap
because it continues to crop well into
late spring… Despite the temptations of
groaning supermarket shelves I’m the sort
of gardener who hates to waste anything
I’ve grown and so usually persist in using
up the most unprepossessing greens. It’s
therefore such a relief when new season’s
crops come through, and especially when
soft fruits swell and start to ripen.

I enjoy the simple ritual of making jam.
Cleaning, topping and tailing the berries
with increasingly sticky fingers fills a bowl
with gleaming fruit, whilst a small pile of
scurf accumulates alongside – damaged
fruit, leaves and stalks, the odd bug or bit
of crusty dirt. Then there’s the weighing
and warming of sugar, which I usually do
at a gentle heat in a deep roasting pan
in the oven. There’s also the process
of washing out jars and setting them to
sterilise and dry; I balance them upside
down on oven shelves, and when they
are ready to be filled there’s the tricky
business of retrieving them with clumsy,
oven-gloved hands. I place a few clean
saucers into the fridge to chill and hunt
through kitchen drawers for jam funnel
and waxed paper discs.

With the addition of onions, vinegar and
spices there’s chutney – an English take
on the fresh chatni relishes from the
Indian sub-continent – which provides
a savoury way of dealing with the fruit
and vegetable glut. I always enjoyed the
way that my older relatives, who would
never countenance cooking meals using
herbs and spices, would happily reach
for turmeric, mustard seeds, cumin and
coriander in order to rustle up chutneys
and piccalilli. They often professed a love
of plain food, but their palates craved
strongly flavoured condiments: as well as
chutney, there was HP Sauce, or here in
Sheffield of course, Henderson’s Relish.
I sometimes think my family members
lived to a good age thanks to pickling
their insides with industrial quantities
of malt vinegar.

RIPENING
Tart green early gooseberries come with
their hairy jackets. Blackcurrants have
a flavour so intense that I consume
them with equal parts pain and pleasure.
Translucent white currants and strings of
scarlet red currants dangle from bushes
like lavish costume jewellery – if I can keep
the birds off. There is the sweet perfumed
joy of strawberries, and meltingly luscious
raspberries, whose harvest comes at a
prickly cost – though this is nothing to the
more vicious thorns of blackberries – and
the slow collection of tiny wild bilberries
offers a lesson in patient persistence.
After the privations comes a feast.

GLUT
What starts with a few precious berries
soon increases to a glut. I remember a
year where the amount of ripe strawberries
at one picking so exceeded the containers
I’d brought for the purpose that I had to
resort to a plastic carrier. Heading home
from the plot, the heavy bag oozed a sticky
and rather murderous red. Something
that initially seemed a treat turns into utter
excess, and the race is on to preserve the
harvest before it wastes.

PRESERVE
These days it’s easy to freeze some of
the glut, but certain fruits aren’t well
disposed to the treatment – strawberries,
for instance, turn into a gloopy
disappointment – and so it’s necessary
to find other means. Gardeners seek out
their jam pans – mine’s a heavy brass one
I inherited from my mother – and assemble
a collection of mismatched jars previously
squirrelled away, as well as heading to
the shops for such quantities of sugar
that I ought to require a licence. I suspect
my own propensity to preserve is really a
desire to see rows of jewel-like jars lining
my cupboards, a way of bringing light and
colour to the autumn and winter days.

ALCHEMY
Making jam always brings out the witch
in me: it’s something to do with tending
a roiling, bubbling cauldron. Once the
fruit has been cooked gently the sugar
is added and the heat turned up to a
fast, frothy boil. It becomes positively
alchemical in the next stage: the colour
and consistency change dramatically,
darkening and turning glossy, and the
boil becomes slower and more relaxed
as setting point is reached. Ideally a jam
thermometer should be used to establish
the correct temperature (104.5°C) but I
confess it’s not how my mother did it, and
thus somehow not part of my own method.
Instead, I look for the start of gelling
around the edge of the pan, and spoon
out a dribble onto a cold saucer, setting
it back into the fridge for a few minutes.
I’m impatient to test it, pushing my finger
into its surface and seeing if the surface
wrinkles. It often takes two or three goes,
but when I’m convinced it’s there I take
the jars out of the oven ready to be filled.

MISCELLANEOUS
It’s not all about jam. Straining the cooked
fruit through muslin will give clear jellies,
and the left over pulp can be turned into
a fruit ‘cheese’, a solid, sliceable preserve.
Lightly sweetened puree dried in a low
oven will make a fruit leather – perfect
for children’s lunchboxes – whilst adults
may prefer to steep berries in vodka, gin
or rum; in this latter case it helps to prick
them to let the juices flow, something that
seems a rather perverse sort of activity.

TIME
Whilst Proust had his Madeleines to
evoke past times, I’ve only to get a whiff
of pickled onions or red cabbage, or to
see beetroot colouring boiled ham and
pease pudding, to be taken back to my
childhood in the North East. Vinegar acts
as a conduit for the region’s memories.
In my early teens I worked in a small
village shop where each Easter we sold
bags of brown dried peas, which people
soaked, boiled and ate with plenty of salt
and vinegar on what became known as
Carlin Sunday, the fifth Sunday of Lent.
It was, some say, the last remnant of a
custom dating back to when Newcastle
lay besieged by the Scots, and sacks of
Carlin peas were either washed ashore,
or landed just before Easter Day, saving
people from starvation. (I’ve since grown
these peas, a tall species with beautiful
pink and lilac flowers – just the sort of
thing that would have been planted in
mediaeval fields – though I confess I
avoided giving them the vinegar treatment
preferring to use them in winter soups
since they have a very high protein
content). Fruit and vegetable growing is
often a kind of time travel, both backwards
to flavours that would have been familiar
to our ancestors, and forward to a wellstocked larder, whose contents will
nourish in periods of hardship. Even
though British shops thankfully have
no shortage of foodstuffs, I feel entirely
unprepared for what life may throw at me
unless my own summer harvest has been
safely stored for tough times ahead.

Interview

We met up with Darrell Maryon the local food
manager at Heeley City Farm and the organic
market garden at Wortley Hall to ask him
about the ins and outs of composting.

DARRELL MARYON

Heeley City Farm

Darrell Maryon

Heeley City Farm is one of a number of
satellite sites across Sheffield, with the
purpose of engaging communities in food
growing. Anyone is welcome to attend
their public courses and social events.
Heeleyfarm.org.uk
@heeleycityfarm

‘BODIES CAN
BE COMPOSTED. 			
EVEN
BONES,
EVEN 					
TREES’

RACHAEL COLLEY

Avacado Spoon

WHAT WOULD YOU DO
WITH THIS MESS?

Rachael Colley is a cross-disciplinary artist currently exploring themes
around eating, grooming and cleaning. She has recently focused on
creating collections of both jewellery and tools for eating from a range
of food waste. This serving scoop set — constructed from electroformed
avocado skins — forms part of her ‘Ambiguous Implements’ collection,
which can be viewed at the exhibition of the same name taking place at
the Bl_nk Space Gallery, Roco (338 Glossop Rd) from the 6th to the
15th of July 2017.
@JammieColley

Dual: playful pea chute (messing about)

					

Featured Artist

#01 Separate the mess. Use the main body and fold into 1-2-3 channels depending on how much mess you
want to make. #02 Punch a hole at the point of the fold and attach a string to elevate. #03 Tear the cover
down the seam. #04 Roll into two cones and tape in place (consider how big you want your exit hole to be).
Pick your channel and place peas onto the chute — lift the string.

Interview

DARRELL MARYON

Could you describe Heeley City Farm?
Heeley City Farm has been here since the
early 1980s and, although it’s a working
farm and we’ve got animals, crops, a garden
centre and a café, it’s really all about the
community and working with people.
What is compost and what do you use
it for? Compost is any organic material that
you can combine to ferment, rot down, in
order to create a material that then
becomes a medium for growing plants.
At Heeley City Farm, how much
compost is used? Tonnes. Tonnes a year.
We’re running 15 other sites and we make
compost on all of those.
Do you keep all that compost? Because
we keep animals here, we buy in straw for
bedding and we buy in feed to feed them,
therefore they produce a lot of manure.
We also collect vegetable waste, the unsold
or spoilt produce from the wholefood
shop — we compost that, combining it with
the strawy manure to make a high quality
compost which, although we use lots of it
on the farm site, and our garden centre, we
have more than we can use so we sell it to
the public.
How does the amount of compost you
use relate to industrial farming? What
we call industrial farming, conventional
farming, relies hugely, still, on the use of
chemical fertilisers. That’s mainly nitrogen
based fertilisers which use fossil fuels in
their manufacture. But more and more a lot
of conventional farming is using additions of
organic matter, green waste compost to the
soil. Green waste compost is made mainly
from landscape gardeners waste: hedge
trimmings, grass cuttings, that kind of thing.
But still industrial agriculture mainly relies on
chemical conditions. The ability to compost
enough organic materials is a big political,
technical and logistical challenge for
the future.

Is there an industry around making
compost for modern and organic
farming? Absolutely, yes. All organic
growers will be making compost, all organic
farms — even the large ones — will be not
only making stuff, but also buying it in. There
are commercial producers of compost,
there are very innovative, exciting compost
businesses out there, where they are often
geographically placed right in the middle of
food processing factories. At one of the big
Heinz factories, any waste they create from
all the tops and tails of vegetables for their
soups, food products, tinned products etc
goes to a composting unit and they feed
worms with it all, the worms love all that
stuff, and you make worm compost with it.
Worm compost is a particularly high value,
nutritious material for plant growth.
How much compost do you think we
as a city could collectively produce?
There’s a little bit of commercial composting
that goes on in Sheffield, but we could be
doing it on a much wider scale. The majority
of waste that we currently produce is
organic but food waste, say from catering,
can’t easily be composted because of
health and safety issues around dairy and
meat products. There are methods that
enable such waste to be composted but
they are expensive. So at the moment we
still seem to be burning lots of organic
waste through our incinerator in Sheffield.
The current system they have is more
efficient than the old incinerator, but really
all that material should be composted and
put back on the land. To set up a system
that could compost meat and dairy matter
would require a huge amount of investment.
The council can’t take these kind of things
on at the moment because their budgets
don’t enable that scale of investment. But
it should, and does, need to be done.

The other thing about compost is how it’s not just
about the nutrients in it, but the food it provides to
the organisms that live in the soil that help plants
grow and be healthy — there’s an exchange going
on. Every ounce of soil has a billion bacteria, a
million fungi, all enabling nutrients to become
available for plants helping them to grow healthily
and resist disease. That’s the science behind
organics and therefore you need to be making
compost. Any waste, when you’re harvesting
crops, when you’re weeding, they all need to be
combined together to make compost.

We are losing soil and soil fertility across the
country and across the world and the only way you
can rebuild that is by valuing the organic matter
and making it into compost to conserve soils.

What do you think people don’t know about
composting? It depends who they are. Gardeners
don’t often realise that, if they do it right, they can
compost all the perennial weeds that they think that
you can’t kill off — if you cover your compost heap
with black plastic, or any type of material that keeps
the light out — all those weeds will die. I think people
often don’t realise that anything that’s organic
can be composted, meat included. Bodies can
be composted. Even bones, even trees.
How would you recommend people get
started with making their own compost? If
you’ve got a little garden you could easily make, or
get hold of some structure to make compost in. Do
a little bit of reading, the internet is absolutely full
of useful resources to find out about composting.
We have demonstrations here (at Heeley City
Farm), you can ask people who work here about
composting. I used to live in an apartment, I didn’t
have a garden or even a space outside and I still
composted. It’s very popular in America and some
countries in Europe to keep worms as pets in a bin.
You just have a box in a kitchen, or somewhere in
your flat, and you feed your scraps, your vegetable
peelings, banana skins and tea bags, that kind of
thing and the worms will eat it for you, and then
after about six months, you’ll find this lovely black
crumbly material that you can use to top up your
houseplants or maybe grow some salads. And it’s
amazing how far that little bit of material can go.
My houseplants were healthier than they’d ever
been before using the worm compost.

What can compost be used for — other than
reducing waste? If you digest high energy food
waste you can get gas off that can be used as a
fuel. You can generate heat from the materials that
can be used, people compost within structures
such as big greenhouses — polytunnels — to create
excess heat to help plants grow through the winter.

Any last tips? If you want to grow food, and if
you want to grow it organically — you have to have
a way of keeping soil fertile, and creating fertile
soil. Fertile soil is the key to growing crops. One of
the philosophies around growing organically is the
rule of return: you take from the land — products /
produce — and then once it’s been used, you take
those products / produce back to the land to feed
the soil.

What are the key ingredients to good
compost? Compost is all about a carbon /
nitrogen ratio. Carbon is found in things that are
fibrous and woody and nitrogen is in things that are
sappy, green and nutritious. If you’ve got yellowing
weeds in the garden, for example strawy nettle
stems (carbon), mixed with veg scraps from the
kitchen (nitrogen) that’s going to make a great
compost. Mixing dry things with wet things is a
good basic principle. If you only have veg scraps,
which are nitrogen / green materials, all you’ve got
to do to add the carbon to it is to shred up some
paper or cardboard and mix that in with it — and
you’ve got the perfect mix that would be ready to
be used in three to six months.

Meet the Trader

THE DEPOT

Marcus Sarko, 2016

Residing in the courtyard at 92 Burton Rd,
The Depot Bakery is open every day to hand
make some of Sheffield’s finest breads and
patisserie and deliver a delicious seasonal
menu in their adjoining eatery…
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Our food principles
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6

Only buy what you can use
Use what you have
Share what you cant use
Feed to animals what is not
fit for human consumption
Recycle the remainder
Discard only the dregs

Why?
#1
#2
#3

We save money
We support our community
We save the environment

The Real Junk Food Project,
Steeple Corner Café Sheffield

‘All food has value’

Sharrow

COOKING
THE EXCESS

FOOD CYCLE
REAL JUNK FOOD PROJECT

Summer is the peak of the growing
season, bringing an abundance of
fresh produce. How do you translate
this to your menu at The Depot? We
change our menu based on what’s in
season, whether it’s the fruit topping for
our Danish pastries or using something
as simple as a new potato in our Depot
Sourdough. Core dishes and product
lines are always tweaked so that the menu
balances that feeling of familiarity but never
becomes tired. Embracing seasonality not
only makes sense because it excites our
customer base in terms of reinvigorating
and reinventing our menu, but it also makes
economic sense. Buying when produce
is abundant helps us achieve better value
when sourcing and ultimately helps the
bottom line in an industry facing significant
pressures from food inflation.
You’re well known for your amazing
range of breads at The Depot and
your ethos is pure and simple – so
where do all the exciting flavours
come from? We make ‘real bread’ and
that is defined as having no processing
aids and additives. This allows you to
really focus on traditional methods and
techniques and we spend a lot of time
researching baking cultures from all over
the world. There are limitless opportunities
to recreate or take inspiration from
global cultures and cuisines, so the local
availability of ingredients and the demands
and expectations of our discerning client
base tend to help filter these ideas. Not
everything works but we have great fun

What’s your favourite seasonal
ingredient and how are you making
the most of it? We’re loving strawberries
at the moment, who doesn’t!? They are
so versatile and this is often overlooked.
We’ve used them to make jams for our
Danish pastries and toast at Depot, while
also macerating them for the Danishes.
They’re currently being used for the
French toast on our Café menu, and
are being trialled in some cakes for
the coming months.

What challenges do you face as an
independent trader when it comes
to managing food waste? Hospitality
is unpredictable and when you buy or
produce large volumes of fresh product
that is left unsold, you have to be versatile.
We place a lot of emphasis on homemade
chutneys and pickles to lengthen the value
we get from fresh items. We also try and
have seasonal produce sit across several
dishes in different forms, so that if one dish
doesn’t sell, the other is likely to.

What produce are you using the most
of in your current dishes? Colour is
so important throughout the year, but in
summer time we are just spoilt for choice.
Strawberries and apricots appear in our
seasonal Danishes, strawberries on the
French toast, apricots in the friands. Our
pastries in particular change monthly and
will always reflect the seasons

trying out new ideas and refining them so
that the customer benefits from ever more
choice and through this we hope they
start to renew their love affair with a staple
product. Bread experienced as it is meant
to be, crafted through love and care, not
mass produced with chemicals!

Meet the Trader

THE DEPOT
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FOOD CYCLE
REAL JUNK FOOD PROJECT

In February this year the waste and recycling
advisory body published a report stating
that 4.4m tonnes of household food waste
thrown away in 2015 could have been
eaten. That’s the equivalent to an average
UK household wasting £470 worth of food
over the course of a year. With an estimated
8 million people in the UK struggling to get
enough to eat (UN, 2016), there seems
to be an obvious need to harness the
excess and put it to better use. FoodCycle
Sheffield and The Real Junk Food Project
are two organisations in the city that are
doing just that. Collecting surplus food from
supermarkets, restaurants and suppliers
both initiatives repurpose the waste to
create healthy meals for the community.
FoodCycle runs four weekly kitchens
across the city, cooking for the community
in Firth Park, Lowedges, Sharrow and
St.Barts. The Real Junk Food Project has a
number of different outlets across Sheffield
including the pay what you can Steeple
Corner Café, a secret dining club, a Fuel
For School programme and the bi-weekly
Sharehouse Market on Carlisle Street —
where you pay what you can for the stocked
produce. Working with donated goods and
repurposing food waste, meals made in the
kitchens of both initiatives have become an
important part of the social fabric of the city.
Since June 2015 The Real Junk Food
Project Sheffield has fed over 25,000
people saving 100s of tonnes of food
from going to waste. Over the coming
year they expect to save an additional 500
tonnes. Yet, the initiative isn’t solely about
sharing our wasted resources, it’s about
thinking creatively about what we use,
what we throw away and how we can work
collectively to do things better. Chefs at the
pay what you can Steeple Corner Café have

to plan their menus on a day to day basis,
they don’t know what produce will have
been donated and what ingredients they will
be tasked to make a meal with. They have
to think on their feet, responding to what’s
available to create dishes that are nutritious,
hearty and full of flavour, injecting value into
what was initially considered waste.
Run predominantly by volunteers — from
those out of work or recovering from illness,
to those looking for new skills and wanting
to feel part of the local community. The
Real Junk Food Project and FoodCycle give
everyone involved a sense of value. At the
heart of FoodCycle is an aim to unite and
nourish communities through food, putting
an end to both hunger and loneliness.
Contributing to the effort of running the
cafés, from the prepping of donated
ingredients to serving guests and manning
the kitchens, the initiatives are building a
community of individuals who are not just
sharing food resources but knowledge, time
and conversation.
In conjunction with the initiatives in Sheffield
FoodCycle and The Real Junk Food Project
run a network of projects across the
country. Since their inception in May 2009
FoodCycle now serve over 900 community
meals a week by using more than 1 tonne
of reclaimed food. The Real Junk Food
project uses the pay what you feel concept
in community cafés, outside catering
initiatives, Sharehouse’s and Fuel For
School programmes across the UK, Europe
and further afield. If you would like to find
out more about either project or be keen to
get involved in their work in Sheffield please
visit — www.realjunkfoodsheffield.com
www.foodcycle.org.uk/location/sheffieldsharrow-hub/
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Food Waste: A Global Problem
We Can Actually Solve

ØISTEIN THORSEN

Food waste is often depicted as an intractable
global problem of intimidating scale. Instead of
throwing our hands up in despair, let’s put the
numbers in context and make a plan for how we
can break our waste habit. It starts with valuing
our food more.

Small things with big impact:
Smaller plates

Each year, about 1/3 of the food we
produce globally is lost or wasted
If food waste was a country it would
be the 3rd largest GHG (green house
gas) emitter, after China and the US
— www.fao.org/fileadmin/templates/
nr/sustainability_pathways/docs/FWF_
and_climate_change.pdf
In Europe and the US, most of the
food lost (just over 1/3) happens at the
point of consumption – in our homes, in
restaurants and supermarkets.
The United Nations (Sustainable
Development Goals) have set a goal to
halve global food waste at the retail and
consumer levels by 2030

To contribute to
future issues contact
mess@du.st
Read other issues at
howfineamess.com
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Intuitively we believe that a full plate is
a full meal – regardless of the size of
the plate. So using smaller plates
reduces portion sizes, which helps
reduce overeating and leftovers being
thrown away.
Care for your food
Know what you need and don’t buy
more than you can use. Make sure your
fridge is working well (1–5 degrees
celcius) and use your freezer – leftovers
for another day.
Don’t be prejudice
Buy that irregular looking carrot, and
don’t turn your nose up at frozen foods.
Don’t judge a product by its ‘sell by’—
date — use your nose and eyes.
Compost
Some food waste might be unavoidable,
so why not set up a compost bin.

Success starts with all of us
– valuing our food

Food Waste: A Global Problem
We Can Actually Solve
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Food waste is often depicted as an intractable
global problem of intimidating scale. Instead of
throwing our hands up in despair, let’s put the
numbers in context and make a plan for how we
can break our waste habit. It starts with valuing
our food more.

Small things with big impact:
Smaller plates
Intuitively we believe that a full plate is
a full meal – regardless of the size of
the plate. So using smaller plates
reduces portion sizes, which helps
reduce overeating and leftovers being
thrown away.
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